If you have chosen more items in Column A, go directly to Component III.
If you have chosen more items in Column B, go directly to Component II.

If you have chosen more items in Column 1, you are a BLUE.
If you have chosen more items in Column 2, you are a GREEN.

Complete Component 3 to discover your secondary color.
COMPONENT #3

At least 51% of the time, you tend to:

Left Column @
- meet deadlines early
- make detailed plans before you start
- be punctual & sometimes early
- like to be scheduled
- want clear guidelines
- have a tidy workplace
- like to complete projects
- make plans in advance
- work steadily on a project

Right Column #
- meet deadlines at the last minute
- handle problems as they arise
- be time-pressured & sometimes late
- prefer to be spontaneous
- like flexibility
- have a workplace with many piles/papers
- like to start projects
- prefer to wait & see what comes up
- work in spurts on a project

If you have chosen more items in Column @, you are a GOLD.
If you have chosen more items in Column #, you are a RED.

Complete Component 2 to discover your secondary color.

COMPONENT #4

At least 51% of the time, you tend to:

Left Column (e)
- talk more than to listen
- become restless when alone too much
- seek many friends & experiences
- speak & act first – then reflect
- be more interactive & energetic
- have a breadth of interests
- prefer to work with a group
- initiate interaction at social gatherings
- like to do a lot of things at the same time

Right Column (i)
- listen more than talk
- enjoy extended time alone to recharge
- prefer knowing few people & things well
- reflect first – then speak & act
- be more reflective & thoughtful
- have a depth of interests
- prefer to work alone or with one other
- wait to be approached at social gatherings
- like to focus on one thing at a time

If you have chosen more items in Column (e), you are an Extrovert.
If you have chosen more items in Column (i), you are an Introvert.

Access career match chapters: www.tinyurl.com/careermatch-chapters